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SUMMARY

Understanding the relationships between porous transport layer (PTL) morphology and

oxygen  removal  is  essential  to  improve  the  polymer  electrolyte  water  electrolyzer  (PEWE)

performance. Operando x-ray computed tomography and machine learning were performed on a

model  electrolyzer  at  different  water  flowrates  and current  densities  to  determine how these

operating  conditions  alter  oxygen  transport  in  the  PTLs.  We  report  a  direct  observation  of
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oxygen taking preferential pathways through the PTL regardless of the water flowrate or current

density (1- 4 A/cm2). Oxygen distribution in the PTL had a periodic behavior with period of 400

μm.  Computational fluid dynamics model was used to predict oxygen distribution in the PTL

showing  periodic  oxygen  front.  Observed  oxygen  distribution  is  due  to  low  in-plane  PTL

tortuosity and high porosity enabling merging of oxygen bubbles in the middle of the PTL and

also due to aerophobicity of the layer. 

KEY-WORDS:

Porous  Transport  Layer,  X-ray  CT,  Electrolyzer,  Oxygen  transport, Lattice-Boltzmann

simulations

INTRODUCTION

The polymer electrolyte water electrolyzer (PEWE) is an essential part of a renewable

energy  economy.  It  uses  renewable  electricity  to  convert  water  into  oxygen  and  hydrogen

(Carmo et al., 2013). The product of interest from water electrolysis is hydrogen, a fuel that can

be easily stored as compressed gas, transported via natural gas pipelines, and then combusted as

a fuel or converted back to electricity in polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells. The

produced hydrogen gas has a  specific energy density  of 120 MJ/kg,  whereas  gasoline  has  a

specific energy density of 44 MJ/kg; this difference in specific energy density values is what

makes  hydrogen an  attractive  alternative  fuel,  as  hydrogen  has  approximately  2.7  times  the

amount of energy per kilogram than liquid gasoline  (Mazloomi and Gomes, 2012). Although
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water  electrolysis  is  a well-established method for producing hydrogen, there remain several

knowledge  gaps  to  maximize  efficiency  in  converting  water  to  hydrogen  and  oxygen while

minimizing production cost (Babic et al., 2017).

The overall electrochemical water splitting is divided into two half-cell reactions. When a

potential is applied across PEWE, an oxygen evolution reaction (OER) occurs on the anode and a

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) occurs on the cathode of the electrolyzer (Wang et al., 2019).

For the OER, water flows in via the anode and transports through the porous transport layer

(PTL) to reach the catalyst layer (CL). Once in contact with the electrocatalyst, two moles of

water are split into four protons, four electrons, and one mole of oxygen gas. Byproduct oxygen

exists the PEWE either as dissolved oxygen or in a gas phase. Residual oxygen bubbles can

prove to  be problematic  during the operation  of an electrolyzer,  as it  can block water  from

reacting  with the electrocatalyst,  thus decreasing the overall  electrolyzer  efficiency.  Figure 1

shows a schematic of transport processes within PEWE. Particularly at high current densities, the

mass transport losses are mainly caused by inefficient removal of oxygen from the electrolyzer

(Suermann et  al.,  2015).  In order to enhance the mass transport,  the mechanisms of oxygen

transport in the PTL need to fully be understood.

As an effort to better understand the two-phase transport behavior in the PTL, studies

(Abdin et al., 2015; Dedigama et al., 2014; García-Valverde et al., 2012; Han et al., 2016; Kadyk

et al., 2016; Kang et al., 2018, 2017; Kim et al., 2020; C. Lee et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2017;

Leonard  et  al.,  2020,  2018;  Lopata  et  al.,  2020;  Schuler  et  al.,  2019;  Seweryn et  al.,  2016;

Suermann et al.,  2017; Zlobinski  et  al.,  2020) have focused on using imaging techniques  to

investigate the evolution and transport of oxygen in electrolyzers; including optical, neutron or x-
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ray imaging as well as computational studies. Optical microscopy was utilized by Dedigama et

al. (Dedigama et al., 2014) in order to study two-phase flow in an operating electrolyzer. With a

7,000 fps camera,  as well as a transparent sheet and specific backlighting,  they were able to

capture anodic two-phase behavior with high temporal accuracy. Following this study, Lee et al.

(Lee et al., 2017) employed a microfluidic platform, termed PTL-on-Chip, to study the effect of

microstructure on the growth of oxygen bubbles, using an optical microscope. It was concluded

that the morphology of the PTL has a significant impact on the governing force of the oxygen

gas cluster growth and dictates the flow regime during PEWE operation. 

Neutron  radiography  has  been  utilized  by  Seweryn  et  al.  (Seweryn  et  al.,  2016) to

visualize  steady-state  oxygen  distribution  in  the  PTLs.  They  were  able  to  observe  oxygen

residence time in a PTL, specifically porous titanium (Ti), and shown an equilibrium in the two-

phase flow in the PTL. Their observations surprising at a time, suggested that the PTL would

always be saturated with water, regardless of the current density and that oxygen saturation did

not change with current density in the regime of 0.1 – 2.5 A/cm2. Lee et al. (C. Lee et al., 2020)

have  investigated  the  dynamic  gas  transport  behavior  in  the  anode PTL by using  operando

synchrotron x-ray imaging. When they applied the current with a steep ramp-up and a shallow

ramp-down. They concluded that the oxygen responds more rapid, which means that the gas

saturation in the PTL reached steady state quickly. Zlobinski et al. (Zlobinski et al., 2020) have

studied the effect of the two-phase flow behavior within PTLs under steady-state and dynamic

load of the electrolyzer by using a neutron imaging using high spatial  resolution (6 μm) and

relatively high temporal resolution (1 s exposure time). They concluded that the two-phase flow

in PTLs is purely capillary driven for a wide range of operating conditions and that viscous
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forces are negligible. They further confirmed the findings of Seweryn et al. that water and gas

distribution is not affected by current density (from 10 to 2000 mA/cm2). Leonard et al. (Leonard

et al., 2020, 2018) were able to observe oxygen bubble formation and transport with x-ray CT

and radiography using  operando hardware. This work demonstrated that as the current density

increased, the residence time of oxygen bubbles in the channel decreased; this was expected, as

higher  current  density  would  result  in  more  oxygen  being  formed,  enabling  faster  oxygen

bubbles detachment.  With Ti PTLs currently it  is experimentally not possible to differentiate

between water and oxygen in the PTL, as Ti is highly x-ray attenuating material.  Therefore,

limited information is known on microscale distribution of oxygen in the PTL, and how PTL

morphology can be tailored to remove oxygen more effectively, as the in-plane vs through-plane

transport properties can be rationally designed.  

The aim of this work is to investigate oxygen content in the PTLs and its relation to both

PEWE  current  density  and  water  flow  rate,  as  well  as  understand  whether  oxygen  takes

preferential pathways when transporting through the PTL. To that end, a PEWE was set up with

a model treated carbon fiber PTL (with similar morphological properties to Ti PTL) in order to

directly observe and quantify both the oxygen content and preferential pathways oxygen could

take as it exits PTL using operando x-ray CT. Using carbon-fiber PTLs and short experimental

imaging time enables direct observation of the steady-state pathways for oxygen transport within

the carbon PTL. This is unprecedented, as no previous study has seen the pore-scale observation

of oxygen content within the PTL with  operando techniques.  In order to distinguish oxygen

within the PTL, machine learning was utilized to analyze the amount of oxygen present in the

PTL of the electrolyzers at varying flow rates and current densities. The direct three-dimensional
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model-based Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) was used to better understand the physics behind

the two-phase transport in the PTL under different cell operating conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL

X-ray computed tomography (CT)

X-ray CT was conducted at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), on beamline 8.3.2, at the

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). The optics used were as follows: 50 μm LuAg:

Ce scintillator, 5x lenses, a sCMOS PCO Edge camera, and a double multilayer monochromator.

The x-ray energy selected was 26 keV. The resulting images had a voxel resolution of 1.3 μm

and a horizontal field of view (FOV) of 3.3 mm. The x-ray CT images required sample rotation

(180-degrees), and therefore special care had to be taken so that the water inlet and gas outlets,

as well as the thermocouples, did not become tangled. These parameters resulted in a scan time

of ~6 minutes.

Materials

The catalyst coated membranes (CCMs) used in this experiment were provided by NEL

Hydrogen,  Wallingford,  CT,  and consisted  of  CCMs with catalyst  loadings  of  3  mg/cm2 of

platinum (Pt) on the cathode and 3 mg/cm2 of iridium oxide (IrOx) on the anode. Nafion 117 was

used as a PEM. The PTLs that used were treated and untreated Freudenberg carbon paper (Fuel

Cell Store, College Station, TX) without MPL, for anode and cathode respectively. Treatment

was done in piranha solution for five hours to make the PTL surface hydrophilic. The piranha

solution treatment resulted in irreversible wettability modification, where the contact angle of the

PTL was reduced from 133±4 degrees to about 0 degrees. The PTLs completely took in water,
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indicating the completely hydrophilic surfaces. Furthermore, the PTLs hydrophilicity was also

confirmed with x-ray imaging as will be discussed later.  Two Freudenberg GDLs with 50 %

compression  on  the  anode  side  were  used  to  simulate  morphology  of  the  Ti  PTLs.  The

compressed GDLs should have pore sizes of less than 10 μm in diameter, which is what the

typical pore sizes for sintered Ti PTLs. In this study, treated Freudenberg at this compression has

pore sizes comparable to conventional PTL, which has the average pore size about 10 μm in

diameter,  as  reported  in  Supplementary  Information  (SI),  Figures  S1  and  S2.  The  main

morphological difference between the carbon-fiber PTL used in this study and Ti-based PTL is

the different through-plane vs. in-plane tortuosities. The PTL studied here has in-plane tortuosity

of 1.3 (Figure S1D), whereas Ti PTL has in-plane tortuosity of 3.3 – 3.9 (Leonard et al., 2020).

The cathode had untreated Freudenberg GDL. The anode and cathode bipolar plates (BPPs) were

made of graphite, as operating time of electrolyzers was only several hours and therefore low

corrosion currents were observed from using carbon PTL and carbon bipolar plates. Our earlier

study proved that it is possible to operate PEWE with carbon PTLs for short duration without

significant  carbon corrosion  (Leonard  et  al.,  2018).  Furthermore,  recent  benchmarking  study

across leading PEWE laboratories in the world also used carbon layer instead of Ti for PTL to

conduct the benchmarking round robin study (Bender et al., 2019).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Interpreting tomography data

Figure 1 shows the 3D volume rendering and the cross-section tomographs for the PEWE

configuration. The 3D volume rendering displays the composition and morphology of the PEWE,

as shown in Figure 1A. At the anode side, water was transported from the channel to the catalyst

layer and the oxygen product was removed from the catalyst layer. It is difficult  to quantify
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oxygen content in the PTL by using only 3D visualization. The cross-section tomographs were

created for ease of visualization and quantification. The relevant planes examined in this study

are labeled and highlighted in Figure 1. 

The y-z plane is used to understand how the oxygen content changed within the length of

the PTL, as shown in Figure 1B. By area-averaging information in the y-z plane, oxygen content

under  land versus  that  under  channel  was found.  It  is  used mostly to  quantify  land-channel

effects on oxygen distribution. The x-y plane is the through-plane view where one can observe

both channels, the land, the cathode GDL, the PE membrane, the catalyst layer, and the anode

PTL in  the  same slice,  as  shown in  Figure  1C.  A tomograph  ‘slice’  is  essentially  a  single

reconstructed image that is used to build up the 3D data. This front-facing slice was used to

determine the oxygen content along the length of the anode-side PTL. The brightest spots near

both sides of the PEM are the catalyst layers. This is due to the high x-ray attenuation of the

catalyst materials (Ir and Pt) making them very distinguishable. At the x-z plane, oxygen appears

as dark, as it has the lowest x-ray attenuation on the anode side, as shown in Figure 1D. Water

and  carbon  have  comparable  x-ray  attenuation,  so  it  is  difficult  to  render  them  separately,

therefore a single phase will be used to identify both in this study. The x-z plane, which is the in-

plane or top-down view, was used to train the Weka machine learning algorithm in order to

interpret  the  oxygen  content  throughout  the  PTL.  In  addition  to  using  the  x-z  plane  for

interpreting the oxygen content in the PTL, it was also used with the z-project function in ImageJ

to build an average of the amount of oxygen and the catalyst distribution. 

The x-ray CT scan of an electrolyzer under OCV condition was performed to observe

whether there any residual oxygen trapped within the electrolyzer. Figure S5 compares a cross-
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section image of an identical location of electrolyzer at the OCV and that at 1 A/cm2, where all

the PTL is filled with water. This image proves that piranha solution treatment of PTLs was

successful and the PTL is mostly hydrophilic. From this figure, one can observe that the PTL

under the land is more compressed than under the channel. This is to be expected, as the PTL

was compressed by 50 % to achieve pore sizes comparable to those of Ti PTLs. The cathode

PTL shows a lower degree of compression than cathode as expected given the target of 20 %

compression on the cathode.

Oxygen Transport Pathways Under Various Current Densities

Observing oxygen transport  pathways is  an important  step towards understanding the

transport of evolved oxygen and supplied water through the PTL. Figure 2 shows the x-y plane

of the PEWE during cell operation at 1A/cm2 and 4 A/cm2 with varied flowrates of water. The

electrochemical data showing stable potentials at these current densities is shown in Figure S6,

and overall polarization curves by Figure S7 at three water flowrates. The tomography cross-

sections were selected as representative of the whole domain and they reveal that the oxygen

pathways are visible within the PTL. Figures 2A-C present the x-y plane of cell that operates at 1

A/cm2 with the flow rates of 1 mlpm to 3 mlpm, respectively. False coloring on these cross-

sections provided an example of the oxygen transport pathways in the PTL. The result shows that

oxygen content in the PTL did not change as water flow rate increased from 1 to 3 mlpm. There

are  several  locations  where  oxygen goes  all  the  way through from the  catalyst  layer  to  the

channel or land. However, there are some locations showing that the oxygen is trapped in the

PTL under the land area. Similar to Leonard et al.  (Leonard et al., 2020), there is a more gas

observed under the land areas. Comparing Figures 2A-C at 1 A/cm2 to Figure S5 at OCV, there
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are  a  significant  amount  of  oxygen  present  in  the  PTL after  the  current  density  is  applied

compared to that at OCV, which will be quantified in the later sections. 

Figures 2D-F show the x-y cross-section tomographs of the PEWE that operates at  4

A/cm2 with  the  flow  rates  of  1  mlpm to  3  mlpm,  respectively.  Comparing  these  operating

conditions to 1 A/cm2 at all flow rates, these figures appear virtually identical, although current

densities are four times higher for Figures 2E-F compared to Figures 2A-C. Oxygen seems to

follow the same pathways at 4 A/cm2 as at 1 A/cm2. No new pathways emerged for oxygen

removal. The oxygen content for PEWE operating at 2 A/cm2 and 3 A/cm2 is shown in Figure

S8. Although these images are only 2D cross-sections, the oxygen transport seem to follow the

same pathways through the PTL, regardless of current density or water flow rate for the range

studied. 

Impact of current density and flow rate on oxygen transport in PTL

Oxygen bubbles may accumulate  and become trapped in the pore space  of the PTL,

resulting in mass transport losses. Figure 3 shows averaged oxygen content within the PTL as a

function of the PTL thickness. The PTL/catalyst layer interface is located at x = 0 whereas the

flow field is  located at  x = 320 μm. The oxygen content  in  the channel  is  uncertain  due to

difficulty to quantify oxygen content within the interface of PTL and channel/land, showing no

obvious trend among flow rates,  yet this  does not significantly impact  the computed oxygen

content in the PTL, especially near the catalyst layer. Figure 3A shows the comparison of oxygen

content for 1 A/cm2 at different flow rates. The oxygen content near the catalyst layer is between

30 and 40 %. Then, in the middle of PTL, it decreases to about 15%, and near the channel it

varies with flow rate. For the cell measurements at 1 A/cm2, the cell was not fully conditioned, so
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more oxygen near  the  catalyst  layer  was  observed,  compared  to  operation  at  higher  current

densities. At 4 A/cm2, oxygen content near the catalyst layer was 20-30 % and it decreased to 5

% near the flow field, after which it increased again when entering the channel, as shown in

Figure 3B. The results for the other cell operating conditions were reported in Figure S9. From

the overall measurement of oxygen content as a function of PTL thickness, the results show that

there  is  a  high  oxygen  content  at  the  catalyst  layer  interface  with  the  PTL.  Gas  transport

pathways merge approaching the middle of the PTL. As mentioned above, some of the oxygen is

trapped in the PTL near the land area but due to low in-plane tortuosity (shown by SI, Figure S1)

for this type of PTL the majority of oxygen is laterally removed from under the land into the

channel. 

Figure 3C shows the oxygen content comparison with varied currents at the same flow

rate of 2 mlpm. Again, there seems to be no correlation between current density and oxygen

content within the PTL. Zlobinski et al. (Zlobinski et al., 2020) and Seweryn et al. (Seweryn et

al., 2016) were able to quantify water saturation in the PTL via neutron radiography. Zlobinski et

al. confirmed the earlier Seweryn et al. study that oxygen content in PTLs did not change with

current density from 0.1 to 2 A/cm2. They showed that near the catalyst layer, the water and

oxygen  saturations  were  0.5.  In  this  study,  oxygen  content  which  is  equivalent  to  oxygen

saturation is approximately 0.2 to 0.4 near the catalyst layer. Oxygen content near the flow field

is close to 0, in agreement with Zlobinski et al. Note that their PTL thickness is 1 mm, about 3

times higher than that used in our study, which increases the transport pathlength and leads to

more oxygen accumulation near the catalyst layer. In Lee et al. 250 μm PTL was used in neutron
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radiography study (C. H. Lee et al., 2020) and they observed ~0.3 oxygen saturation near catalyst

layer, which is close to the value obtained in this study. 

Oxygen Transport Classification in Various Regions of the PTL

To  better  understand  oxygen  transport  in  the  PTL,  oxygen  content  within  the  three

through-thickness  portions  of  the  PTL was  investigated.  Figure  4  shows the  comparison  of

oxygen content distribution within the PTL at 1 A/cm2 with the flow rate of 2 mlpm. The PTL

was separated into three portions: near the catalyst  layer interface (CL/PTL),  middle of PTL

(Mid PTL), and near the land/channel interface (PTL/Channel), as shown at the top of Figure 4A.

The  through-plane  view of  oxygen  content  generated  with  the  z-project  (averaged  from 3D

volume  and  projected  onto  a  single  slice)  is  depicted  in  Figure  4A,  where  the  volumetric

information of oxygen content in the PTL was combined into a single image. 

Figures  4C-E  show the  in-plane  view  of  oxygen  content  in  the  portions  of  catalyst

layer/PTL, Mid PTL, and PTL/Channel, respectively. The location near the catalyst layer shows

that the local oxygen content can be as high as 70 % in certain locations, mainly under the land,

however on average as shown in Figure 3, it  is below 40 %. The oxygen content gradually

decreases when transporting through the mid-PTL and PTL/channel, respectively. The oxygen

content of each portion was measured along the length of the sample and plotted, as shown in

Figure  4B.  The  average  oxygen  content  in  each  PTL  portion  from  catalyst  layer/PTL  to

PTL/Channel  was 35.7%, 18.8%, and 7.1%, respectively.  Thus, it  roughly halved as oxygen

transported through each of the 1/3 sections of the PTL. The results show that the distribution of

oxygen  content  seems  to  be  a  “spatially  periodic  front”,  especially  at  the  Mid-PTL  and

PTL/Channel portions. The spatial pattern is parallel to the land-channel location and is in the
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same direction of water flow. The oxygen peaks appear every 400 μm, where the oxygen peaks

vary from 12 to 25 %, whereas the oxygen content valleys (water-rich locations), vary from 2.5

to 7 %. 

Figure 5 presents the oxygen content comparison in the three portions of the PTL for the

PEWE operating  at  4  A/cm2 with  the  water  flowrate  of  2  mlpm.  The  result  shows that  the

average oxygen content in each PTL portion from CL/PTL to PTL/Channel is 27.5 %, 18.4 %,

and 7.5 %, respectively, as shown in Figure 5B. These values are slightly lower than the ones

observed for operation at 1 A/cm2. As explained before, at 1 A/cm2 the CCM was most likely not

fully  conditioned  well,  not  reaching  its  full  steady  state.  Peaks  in  the  oxygen  content  are

observed below the land regions, similar to the case of 1 A/cm2, indicating that some oxygen was

trapped under the land. Figures S10 and S11 show oxygen content within three selected regions

for PEWE operating at 2 and 3 A/cm2 and water flow-rate of 2 mlpm, showing very similar

distributions to Figure 4 and Figure 5, confirming that the oxygen prefers the same transport

pathways through the PTL, regardless  of  current  density.  And Figure S12 compares  oxygen

distributions across current densities and flowrates. 

The spatially periodic oxygen front observed here for all the current densities has not

been  reported  before.  We provide  several  hypotheses  to  explain  its  physics,  which  we  will

attempt to prove or disprove: 1) oxygen periodic front is due to catalyst layer inhomogeneous

distribution, 2) electrochemical decoupling of catalyst sites due to local oxygen flooding at the

catalyst  sites,  3)  interplay  between  in-plane/through-plane  PTL morphology,  wettability  and

resulting bubble coalescence and transport.  Regarding hypothesis 1, we plotted catalyst layer

distribution  and correlated  it  to  the  oxygen waveform.  Figure  S13 shows a  map of  catalyst
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distribution.  There was little to no correlation found between the catalyst distribution and the

oxygen content, as correlation coefficients are below 0.1 (Figure S13C). Hypothesis 2 attempts to

explain the periodicity in oxygen front with electrochemical decoupling of the catalyst sites. As

when the oxygen locally saturates the catalyst layer, catalyst will not be active towards splitting

water due to either proton limitations or unavailability of water vapor, however after oxygen

diffuses away, the catalyst becomes active again. In general, within the catalyst layer, the IrOx is

hydrophilic and it is likely that liquid water is present either within the ionomer or directly on the

surface  of  the  catalyst,  if  that  is  not  the  case,  water  can  react  in  the  vapor  phase,  as  well

(Fornaciari  et  al.,  2020). There is no literature studies investigating the length-scale of these

decoupling phenomena. In this study, the periodic oxygen front was found to be pronounced in

the location of 160 μm, away from catalyst layer, which is a half of the PTL thickness, as shown

in Figures 4A and 5A. Therefore this hypothesis is unlikely, however, we did perform additional

model simulations with this options to be certain (see Figure S14 and S15 and discussion in SI).

And these model simulations did not predict the experimentally observed oxygen wave front.

Therefore, we believe it is transport and not kinetics that is responsible for the periodic oxygen

front observation. 

This periodicity is perhaps due to oxygen taking preferential pathways as it exits the PTL,

which would account for the apparent periodicity, hypothesis 3. Zlobinski et al. (Zlobinski et al.,

2020) suggests that the pore network inherent to a porous media- in their case it was sintered Ti

PTL could  account  for  the  gas  traps.  Gas  traps  are  areas  of  either  high  hydrophobicity  or

hydrophilicity inherent to a porous media. Since PTL was well treated and OCV data shows no

hydrophobic locations within the PTL it is difficult to explain the periodicity with the gas traps.
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Instead,  we  believe  that  the  observed  oxygen  removal  is  due  to  different  PTL in-plane  vs

through-plane  tortuosities,  1.3  vs.  1.7,  its  wettability  (completely  aerophobic)  and  pore-size

distribution. We explore the third hypothesis in more detail in the next section using multi-physic

model. 

Modeling of oxygen transport in PTL

Figure  6  shows  the  comparison  of  oxygen  content  in  the  PTL  between  the  CFD

simulation and the experimental data at 1 and 4 A/cm2 having water flowrate of 2 mlpm. The

CFD simulations were able to adequately predict oxygen content in the  PTL having aerophobic

pores (water contact angle of 10 degrees), especially in the middle and at the interface with the

flow-field,  as evidenced by the agreement of average oxygen content with experimental  data

(Figures 6C-D). The model overpredicts oxygen content near the catalyst layer by 10 %. Oxygen

content in the PTL for 1 A/cm2 and 4 A/cm2 predicted by model is very similar and oxygen

pathways do not change when current density is increased. The shape of the oxygen front is

somewhat different, also periodic but with the period of 200 μm, which is half of that observed

experimentally. Furthermore, the simulations reveal that more oxygen was trapped in the PTL

under the land area, compared to the experimental observations. 

To understand the differences between experimental  and CFD data we need to better

understand model assumptions, physics incorporated and its current limitations. These are listed

in the SI but and we will focus on the most relevant assumptions here. Within the model, oxygen

bubbles nucleate within the catalyst layer with the nucleation radius of 1 μm and nucleation site

density of 1 site/μm. The exact location and density of the nucleation sites and bubble nucleation

radius are not well-known, although other studies have assumed 1 nm nucleation radius (Kadyk
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et al., 2016). Generally, oxygen is formed in dissolved form and nucleates over the hydrophobic

defects,  when  the  dissolved  oxygen  critical  saturation  concentration  is  reached.  We  cannot

determine here from the experimental data whether oxygen bubble nucleation is uniform over the

catalyst layer area due to the resolution limitation. Once the bubble nucleates its radius will grow

to a critical size and it will detach from the nucleation site and the next bubble will nucleate and

grow  and  the  process  will  repeat.  The  radius  of  a  bubble  upon  detachment  depends  on

mechanical balance of forces, such as buoyancy, pressure, capillary, drag and lift. The shape and

size  of  the  bubble  can  be  characterized  by the  Eotvos  (Eo)  number,  which  is  correlated  to

gravity, g, density difference between fluids, Δ ρ , and surface tension, σ :

Eo=
Δ ρg b2

σ (2)

where, b is characteristic length scale taken to be mean size of the pores of the PTL of 10.3 µm in

this work. The calculated Eo number was 1.36 ×10−4 and the parameters used for calculation are

reported in Table S1.  Eo << 1 indicates that the bubble transport is dominated by the surface

tension   and hence  capillary  forces  are  dominant,  whereas  gravity  and buoyancy are  minor

driving  forces.  (Sattari  et  al.,  2020) From here  it  is  evident,  that  bubble  shape and path  of

transport will be determined by PTL wettability and pore size distribution, as well, as current

density (oxygen gas pressure). The pore size distribution of this PTL sample is shown in the SI

Figure S1E.

The wettability of the PTL in this study is the following: it is hydrophilic and aerophobic.

Oxygen  first  will  displace  water  from the  large  hydrophilic  pores  and  then  from the  small

hydrophilic pores. If any hydrophobic pores are present then oxygen will first fill those before
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advancing into the hydrophilic domains, however here we do not observe hydrophobic pores.

The shape of the oxygen bubbles will always be concave, as water has convex menisci in the

hydrophilic porous media. Thus, the bubble transport will be guided by the pore size distribution

of the PTL, as shown by Figures 6E-F. Oxygen will nucleate and grow as bubbles at the surface

of the catalyst layer, transport through the large pores of the PTL displacing water. The PTL

selected here has good in-plane transport properties, and also large porosity in the middle of the

PTL, as shown by Figure S2, therefore oxygen gas will merge and coalesce in-plane, as these are

the pores of low resistance before finally transporting into the channel. The high-porosity band in

the middle of the PTL is mainly due to two PTL layers stacked together in this study and it

allows oxygen to merge and to form a periodic waveform. Note that the PTL does not have

porosity  that  replicates  oxygen  pattern  here.  Once  the  pathway  is  established  for  oxygen

removal, the energy it takes for oxygen to form a new pathway is much higher than that for it to

take the established pathway. The flux of oxygen will be higher at higher current densities but

the oxygen pathways remain the same. Therefore, the morphology of the PTL determines the

expulsion pathways through which oxygen travels. As discussed above, the model physics do not

currently capture the nucleation and growth of bubbles at the catalyst layer surface effectively

and we believe this causes the deviation between the modeling and experimental results. This

study is also performed with a CFD simulation with a uniform flux of oxygen and a PTL that is

aerophilic  (water  contact  angle  of  170  degrees),  as  shown  in  Figures  S16  and  S17.  The

simulations show that the oxygen transport pathways did not change from 1 to 4 A/cm2 and no

periodicity in oxygen removal was observed. Additionally, we explored the PTL contact angle of

10 and 50 degrees as shown by Figure S18, indicating that oxygen content in PTL does not

change significantly when contact angle increased to 50 degrees.
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Existing commercial PTLs, such as sintered or fiber PTLs have uniform morphology and

pore-size distribution through the thickness of the PTL(Leonard et al., 2020). These PTLs also

have lower through-thickness vs. in-plane tortuosities, essentially eliminating the possibility of

oxygen front merging in-plane in the middle of the PTL. The periodic waveform in this study

also enables effective water delivery to the catalyst sites. Good in-plane transport properties, as

shown in this study can eliminate oxygen accumulation under the lands. It is possible to tailor the

Ti-based PTL morphology to enable better in-plane transport by introducing gradient in particle

sizes through the thickness of the PTL, or using the fiber-based Ti PTLs and stacking two thinner

layers instead of one thicker, although PTL-PTL contact resistances have to be accounted for. 

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, x-ray CT and CFD were used to investigate oxygen transport in the PTLs of

PEWE. This study aimed to explain the preferential pathways of oxygen transport through the

PTL. X-ray CT was performed using the in-house designed electrolyzer at different water feed

rates (1- 3 mlpm) and current densities (1 - 4 A/cm2). Here, an acid-treated Freudenberg GDL

was used as a model PTL on the anode because its pore size distribution most closely resembles

conventional Ti-based sintered or fiber PTLs. Weka machine learning incorporated with the Z

project method was able to quantify oxygen content throughout the PTLs via post-processing of

operando x-ray CT scans. 

The results show that more oxygen was present in the PTL near the catalyst layer (~27.5

%), compared to near the flow field (~7.5 %). Oxygen content in the PTL varied very little with

either  flow rate or current density,  within the studied range.  In addition,  the oxygen content

exhibited spatial periodicity, with peaks appearing at approximately 400 µm. These peaks range
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from 12 % oxygen content to a height of 25 % oxygen content.  These findings are novel, as this

is the first-time oxygen content has been directly observed and quantified on a pore-scale with

direct observations. 

While CFD correctly predicted overall average oxygen content within the PTL, it showed

a periodic trend of oxygen wave form with a period of 200 µm a deviation between the model

and experiment  results  we believe  is  due to  current  limitations  in implementation  of bubble

nucleation  and  growth  within  the  CFD  model.  Overall,  oxygen  transport  in  this

hydrophilic/aerophobic  PTL  is  guided  by  pore  size  distribution  of  the  PTL.  Oxygen  will

transport  through  the  large  voids  first  before  filling  smaller  voids.  Thus,  once  the  pathway

through the thickness of the PTL is established, oxygen bubbles will preferentially follow the

pathway and no new pathways will be introduced within the current densities range studied here.

The high in-plane transport properties of the PTL (tortuosity of 1.3) compared to the through-

plane  (tortuosity  of  1.8)  enable  oxygen  to  merge  in  the  middle  of  the  PTL  and  form the

waveform. This periodic waveform has not been previously observed, and we believe this is due

to the fact that commercial Ti PTLs have better through-plane than in-plane transport properties

and thus merging of the oxygen pathways will not occur. 

Since oxygen tends to take preferential pathways through the PTL, one can rationally

design PTL for selective water transport in and oxygen removal out. This can be achieved by

either  tailoring  pore  sizes  or  wettability.  Hydrophobic  PTL  patterning  will  enable  oxygen

transport from the PTL at low resistance, however, water transport will be impeded. Gradient in

porosity  (Lettenmeier et al., 2017) in hydrophilic PTL can direct oxygen transport, as oxygen

will transport along the large voids. If microporous layers (MPL) are to be designed (Schuler et
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al.,  2020),  we believe  introduction  of  cracks  into  the  MPL can  help  with  oxygen  removal.

Similar  to  this  study,  providing a high-porosity  band in the  middle  of  PTL can help  merge

oxygen bubbles  into a  single channel,  minimizing the area of  PTL for oxygen removal  and

providing more area within the PTL for water transport.  The solutions suggested here can be

expensive and will improve mass transport at high current densities (> 2 A/cm2). The voltage

gains due to improved PTL transport properties have to be assessed with respect to the cost of

production of advanced PTLs.  

Limitations of the Study

Our  work  has  demonstrated  new  findings  in  oxygen  transport  behavior  in  porous

transport  layers  of  polymer  electrolyte  water  electrolyzers  by  using  operando x-ray  CT in

combination with the LBM simulation. The spatially periodic oxygen front has been observed in

this  study for the first  time.  The study was applied  to a  single type model  PTL.  Additional

investigations  are needed to generalize  the  findings  and to  ensure that  these  are translatable

across the families of the PTLs. Future modeling study needs to incorporate the temperature

effects and electrochemical kinetics to better capture transport effects on the oxygen transport

behavior inside the PTLs.
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Figure  1.  3D  volume  rendering  and  the  cross-section  tomographs  for  the  PEWE
configuration 
(A) 3D representation  of a  conventional  PEWE obtained with x-ray CT,  where the relevant
viewing  planes  are  highlighted,  as  well,  as  transport  processes  are  shown.  The  treated
Freudenberg GDL is on the bottom, and the carbon paper Freudenberg GDL is on the top. 
(B) labeled cross-section of the x-y plane and detailing of electrolyzer components.
(C) labeled cross-sections of the y-z plane.
(D) labeled cross-sections of the x-z plane, where the Weka training was done on this plane.

Figure 2. The x-y cross-section tomographs of the PEWE during cell operation, the cell
temperature was 60oC
(A) 1 A/cm2, 1 mlpm.
(B) 1 A/cm2, 2 mlpm.
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(C) 1 A/cm2, 3 mlpm.
(D) 4 A/cm2, 1 mlpm.
(E) 4 A/cm2, 2 mlpm.
(F) 4 A/cm2, 3 mlpm. 

Figure 3. Oxygen content as a function of through-thickness PTL location
(A) The comparison of oxygen content at 1 A/cm2 with varied water flow rates. 
(B) The comparison of oxygen content at 4 A/cm2 with varied flow rates. 
(C) The comparison of oxygen content for varied current.

Figure 4. The comparison of oxygen content within the different portions of PTL at the
operating condition of 1 A/cm2, 2 mlpm
(A) (Top) 1/3 portions of PTL that located CL/PTL interface, Middle of PTL, and PTL/channel
interface. (Bottom) 2D oxygen content of PTL at x-y plane by using Z-project method. 
(B) Oxygen content comparison at different PTL portions. 
(C) Z-project of the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the CL and PTL interface. 
(D) Z-project of the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the middle PTL portion. (E) Z-project of
the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the PTL and channel interface.

Figure 5. The comparison of oxygen content within the different portions of PTL at the
operating condition of 4 A/cm2, 2 mlpm
(A) (Top) 1/3 portions of PTL that located CL/PTL interface, Middle of PTL, and PTL/channel
interface. (Bottom) 2D oxygen content of PTL at x-y plane by using Z-project method. 
(B) Oxygen content comparison at different PTL portions. 
(C) Z-project of the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the CL and PTL interface. 
(D) Z-project of the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the middle PTL portion. (E) Z-project of
the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the PTL and channel interface.

Figure 6. The comparison of oxygen content in the PTL between the CFD simulation and
the experimental data at 1 and 4 A/cm2 with water flowrate of 2 mlpm
(A) CFD simulation comparison with experimental results at the operating condition of 1 A/cm2,
2 mlpm.
(B) CFD simulation comparison with experimental results at the operating condition of 4 A/cm2,
2 mlpm.
(C) Average oxygen content  for the three domains selected comparing  CFD and experiment
results for 1 A/cm2.
(D) Average oxygen content  for the three domains selected comparing CFD and experiment
results for 4 A/cm2 current densities. 
(E-F) A conceptual schematic showing transport of oxygen in the PTL. 
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Figure 2. The x-y cross-section tomographs of the PEWE during cell operation, the cell
temperature was 60oC
(A) 1 A/cm2, 1 mlpm.
(B) 1 A/cm2, 2 mlpm.
(C) 1 A/cm2, 3 mlpm.
(D) 4 A/cm2, 1 mlpm.
(E) 4 A/cm2, 2 mlpm.
(F) 4 A/cm2, 3 mlpm. 
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Figure 3. Oxygen content as a function of through-thickness PTL location
(A) The comparison of oxygen content at 1 A/cm2 with varied water flow rates. 
(B) The comparison of oxygen content at 4 A/cm2 with varied flow rates. 
(C) The comparison of oxygen content for varied current.
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Figure 4. The comparison of oxygen content within the different portions of PTL at the
operating condition of 1 A/cm2, 2 mlpm
 (A) (Top) 1/3 portions of PTL that located CL/PTL interface, Middle of PTL, and PTL/channel
interface. (Bottom) 2D oxygen content of PTL at x-y plane by using Z-project method. 
(B) Oxygen content comparison at different PTL portions. 
(C) Z-project of the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the CL and PTL interface. 
(D) Z-project of the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the middle PTL portion. (E) Z-project of
the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the PTL and channel interface.
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Figure 5. The comparison of oxygen content within the different portions of PTL at the
operating condition of 4 A/cm2, 2 mlpm
(A) (Top) 1/3 portions of PTL that located CL/PTL interface, Middle of PTL, and PTL/channel
interface. (Bottom) 2D oxygen content of PTL at x-y plane by using Z-project method. 
(B) Oxygen content comparison at different PTL portions. 
(C) Z-project of the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the CL and PTL interface. 
(D) Z-project of the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the middle PTL portion. (E) Z-project of
the oxygen content of the x-z plane at the PTL and channel interface.
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Figure 6. The comparison of oxygen content in the PTL between the CFD simulation and
the experimental data at 1 and 4 A/cm2 with water flowrate of 2 mlpm
(A) CFD simulation comparison with experimental results at the operating condition of 1 A/cm2,
2 mlpm.
(B) CFD simulation comparison with experimental results at the operating condition of 4 A/cm2,
2 mlpm.
(C) Average oxygen content  for the three domains selected comparing  CFD and experiment
results for 1 A/cm2.
(D) Average oxygen content  for the three domains selected comparing CFD and experiment
results for 4 A/cm2 current densities. 
(E-F) A conceptual schematic showing transport of oxygen in the PTL. 
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